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these three groups, teachers’ voices have typically been absent from larger 
discussions about educational change and reform. Historically, teachers 
have not had access to tools that could have brought their knowledge to 
the table and raised their voices to a high-enough level to be heard in 
these larger conversations. Teacher inquiry is a vehicle that can be used 
by teachers to untangle some of the complexities that occur in the profes-
sion, raise teachers’ voices in discussions of educational reform, and ulti-
mately transform assumptions about the teaching profession itself. 
Transforming the profession is really the capstone of the teacher inquiry 
experience. Let’s begin our journey into the what, why, and how of 
teacher inquiry with an overview of the evolution of the teacher inquiry 
movement and a simple definition of this very complex, rewarding, trans-
formative, provocative, and productive process.

WHAT IS TEACHER INQUIRY?

Understanding the history of teacher inquiry will help you recognize how 
today, as a current or future educator, you find yourself investigating a 
new paradigm of learning that can lead to educational renewal and 
reform. This history lesson begins by looking closely at three educational 
research traditions: process-product research, qualitative or interpretive 
research, and teacher inquiry (see Table 1.1).

Two paradigms have dominated educational research on schooling, 
teaching, and learning in the past. In the first paradigm, the underlying 
conception of “process-product research” (Shulman, 1986) portrays teach-
ing as a primarily linear activity and depicts teachers as technicians. The 
teacher’s role is to implement the research findings of “outside” experts, 
almost exclusively university researchers, who are considered alien to the 
everyday happenings in classrooms. In this transmissive mode teachers 
are not expected to be problem posers or problem solvers. Rather, teachers 
negotiate dilemmas framed by outside experts and are asked to implement 
with fidelity a curriculum designed by those outside of the classroom. 
Based on this paradigm, many teachers have learned that it is sometimes 
best not to problematize their classroom experiences and firsthand obser-
vations because to do so may mean an admittance of failure to implement 
curriculum as directed. In fact, the transmissive culture of many schools 
has demonstrated that teachers can suffer punitive repercussions from 
highlighting areas that teachers themselves identify as problematic. The 
consequences of pointing out problems have often resulted in traditional 
top-down “retraining” or remediation. In the transmissive view, our edu-
cational community does not encourage solution-seeking behavior on the 
part of classroom teachers.

In the second paradigm—educational research drawn from qualita-
tive or interpretative studies—teaching is portrayed as a highly complex, 
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2

The Start 
of Your Journey

Finding a Wondering

WHERE DO I BEGIN?

In Chapter 1, we welcomed you to teacher inquiry by defining the pro-
cess, discussing inquiry as professional development, and exploring the 
relationship between inquiry and educational reform. This welcome to 
inquiry places you, as prospective and practicing teachers, in charge of 
your own professional growth and development. Leading your own 
learning is likely quite different from many of your past experiences in 
preservice and inservice teacher education. If you are a prospective 
teacher, up to this point you have likely engaged in coursework at college, 
where professors define learning objectives for you in course syllabi, 
choose your education texts, and define assignments that must be com-
pleted for graduation and initial certification. If you are a veteran teacher, 
you have likely attended inservice sessions covering topics selected for 
you by administrators or curriculum specialists in your district or per-
haps topics mandated by your state. Hence, by taking charge of your own 
learning, you are beginning your journey into uncharted territory! 
Charting new territory, when you are unfamiliar with both the terrain and 
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Passion 4: Desire to Improve or Experiment 

With Teaching Strategies and Teaching Techniques

In Passions 2 and 3, wonderings are located around a particular topic 
and content area. The work of the teacher also encompasses applying 
generic teaching strategies (such as cooperative learning, role play, simula-
tion, lecture, and discussion) and specific teaching techniques (such as 
questioning, assessing student learning, and integrating technology into 
instruction) throughout the teaching day. Similar to the desire to improve 
or enhance a particular piece of curriculum as discussed in Passion 2, you 
may have a desire to gain insights into, improve, and/or experiment with 
new or routine teaching strategies and techniques. In the following exam-
ple, Nancy Sunner is intrigued with learning more about the questions she 
poses to students in her daily teaching:

Questioning is an enormously powerful and important skill in pro-
ductive teaching. For decades, teacher questioning has been a topic of 
study. Researchers had found that teachers rely on questioning as an 
essential element of their teaching repertoire. On an average, elemen-
tary school teachers ask 348 questions during a typical school day 
(Acheson & Gall, 1997). Through the process of effective questioning, 
teachers can stimulate thought, help students reinforce basic skills, 
involve shy or quiet students, draw in the attention of a student who 
has drifted off, and promote self-esteem and success in the classroom.

The skill of effective questioning requires teachers to constantly 
balance several things at once. During questioning, teachers must 
remember their lesson goals, monitor their communication with 
the students, assess the students’ verbal and nonverbal responses 
(nods, raised hands, shrugs, and downcast eyes), and think about 
the next question. This impressive and sometimes overwhelming 
aspect of teaching sparked my curiosity about my own questioning 
techniques in the classroom.

As a beginning teacher, I have experienced great satisfaction 
when I asked a student a question and I got a correct response. I 

PASSION 3 EXERCISES

1. Make a list of topics you teach for which deeper content knowledge would 

enhance your classroom practice. On this list, circle the topics that you believe 

require substantive transformation or adaptation if you are to teach the content 

area to children.

2. Evaluate the materials you currently use to teach content within each subject 

area and unit you teach. Do these resources represent diversity of perspectives 

and multiple voices? Whose voices are present or missing?
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3. Follow the guide provided to design a Teacher’s Coat of Arms. In space 1, draw 

a real or mythical animal that best describes the teacher you want to be. In space 

2, choose a real symbol, or create your own design, for an insignia that best 

describes the teacher you want to be. In space 3, choose one color in any 

shade—or a rainbow effect—that best describes the teacher you want to be. In 

space 4, draw one character, real or fictional, that best describes the teacher you 

want to be. In space 5, choose one word that best describes the teacher you 

want to be. How you write that word should also help to describe the teacher 

you want to be.

(Continued)

Passion 7: Advocating Social Justice

Recall from Chapter 1 the notion that engaging in inquiry is a respon-
sibility you accept as a teacher that enables you to take a stand and effect 
educational change. By generating data and evidence to support the deci-
sions and positions you take as an educator, you help reform classrooms 
and schools, which results in the promotion of social justice. According to 
Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1993),

When teachers research their own practice . . . they begin to envi-
sion alternative configurations of human and material resources to 
meet the needs of culturally diverse groups of students, teachers, 
and administrators. And they are willing to invest more of their 
own resources and professional energy in larger efforts to reform 
classrooms and schools. (p. 80)

Your first teacher inquiry wondering may come from your desire to 
effect social change by exploring questions of race, class, gender, or ability. 
In fact, effecting social change in regard to issues of social justice may 
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Developing a Research Plan

you. If you are recording, you will make the recording, listen to it later, and 
transcribe what has occurred by taking notes or enlisting another person 
to script notes from the recording for you. While listening to yourself on 
audio recordings can be extremely insightful, many teacher-inquirers we 
know find it difficult to make this a part of their teaching and opt for hav-
ing others take notes for them instead. For example, intern Gail Romig and 
mentor-teacher Brian Peters were engaged in a shared inquiry project to 
investigate the ways they might use science talks to enhance student 
understanding of science concepts. Early in their inquiry, they recorded 
the science talks as they occurred but changed to taking turns scripting the 
talks for each other as follows:

Throughout our inquiry process, we took turns facilitating the talks 
and gathering data. While one person sat with the group and helped 
to guide the conversation, the other person sat outside the circle and 
kept track of who was talking and what kind of information they 
were sharing. The person who collected data sat outside the circle so 
as to not distract or intimidate the students. If the students thought 
their ideas were being judged or scrutinized, perhaps they would 
not have been as likely to share. This seemed to be the reaction of 
some children when they knew they were being audio-recorded.

Early on we tape-recorded a few of our Science Talks. It seemed, 
however, that some students were reluctant to talk when they saw 
the microphone. During one of our small group talks later in the 
marking period, one child asked why we don’t tape record the talks 
anymore. Gail told him that it seemed like people were afraid to 
talk if they thought they were being recorded. The student said 
that he didn’t like to talk when we recorded because he thought his 
voice “sounded dumb” on recordings.

In addition to students being uncomfortable with audio record-
ing, we found that listening to the tapes in the evening after school 
was insightful but too time consuming and not worth the time it was 
taking to rehash the entirety of the Science Talk discussion. Audio 
recording captured more than we needed to capture. To gain insights 
into our wondering, we just needed to know who was talking and 
what type of talk it seemed to be. Consequently, we developed a 
system for taking fi eld notes that involved noting who was talking, 
paraphrasing what was said, and coding the comment with one of 
four different codes: “S” for simple, “D” for detailed, “R” for repeat, 
and “0” for no response. Along with this system we also made notes 
of what we observed happening during the talks, for example, if stu-
dents were sharing with a child next to them. (Peters & Romig, 2001)

As with Amy and Lynn, it took some time for Gail and Brian to find a 
comfortable way to capture the classroom action in their field notes. For 
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